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About This Game

Why should war be hell when it could be fun? Enter InkSplosion, a single screen twin-stick shooter, where the only real enemy
is beating your previous high-score!

Inspired by both modern and old school shooters and from the developers behind Midnight Deluxe, InkSplosion is an arcade
delight that is simple to learn, yet hard to master, thanks to endless levels that are decorated only by your colourful ammunition.

Should you rise to the challenge and emerge experience, it only means it is time to bid “farewell” to Normal mode and say
“hello” to Arena and Hard, 2 brutal modes that would offer even the most gung-ho of players a worthy conquest!

Once you start playing, it becomes really hard to stop!

Features:
* 3 Game Modes (Normal, Arena & Hard)

* Endless Levels
* 5 Different Weapon Types

* In-game achievements
* Original Soundtrack by Levi Bond

* Voice over by Barry Dunne
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Game never gets started. Brand new Vive Pro system. Loading begins, then a count down which always hangs at 2 or 1.. My
signifigant other and I really enjoyed this one! Without spoiling anything, there's some interesting ways you interact with each
other, despite being in different "versions" of the same place, and we thought the level of puzzles, story, and combat were very
well balanced (about equal parts each). As for the story itself, we also thought it was pretty good.. Cute Disney-princess-like
puzzle\/hidden object game. Probably best suited for kids as the puzzles are easy and the fairy helper easily hints\/solves the
puzzles if you're stuck.

The player controls princess Isabella after she came home to her castle, which was cursed in her absence. Move from room to
room and remove the curse in each room. There is some backtracking, but as the map lets you jump to rooms, this is not a
problem. Your fairy companion gains abilities as you progress through the castle.

I encountered one bug only and it was getting 2 of the same item as I clicked too fast to pick it up. It did not change the game in
any way other than having that extra item in my inventory.

There is some seriously flawed logic in this game; of course the normal magic\/fairy, but also "lighting this fire will remove the
curse from the room because warm = not evil" while in another room"putting out this fire will remove the curse from the room".
wut. There is no punishment for missclicking in the hidden object games other than not being able to click for a few seconds.
The fairy will help you complete if you're stuck.

Decent graphics, music and voice acting. Very Disney-like in sound effects. I had to turn down the music and sounds as there
are too loud compared to the voices on default. A lot of small cutscenes, but all are skippable by mouse-clicking.

Recommended for younger players, really cute game.. Weirdly hollow and pretentious; you move through empty factories and
pick up cassette tapes that load low-fi virtual worlds, but the puzzles are always very obvious and the themes never really
coalesce into something interesting. It's an extension of a game jam game with a neat hook (the tapes-to-VR thing) but
extending it into a full game lost the thrill of the unexpected that made it interesting.. For those who don't like to read, in
summary this game is in a very playable state and though there are a few issues, they are not game breaking. The dev is a fast
worker and I expect that bugs found by users will be fixed in a timely manner.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
In it's initial released state the game was very broken. There were several underlying issues that I had found while testing.
However most of the issues have since been taken care of thanks to the dev actively patching and trying to fix the game post
release.

However I found a couple more bugs upon second playtest and while they are not gamebreaking by any means, they are issues
nonetheless.

The first issue is that sometimes a red dora (which is an optional setting) was not being counted. It *seemed* to be the red
bamboo 5 specifically but I cannot say one way or another. It could also potentially be that it was part of an open meld but that
should not have mattered for counting.

Additionally I was able to ron an opponent despite the fact I was supposed to be furiten (I have a picture of this). I had tossed a
1w and was tenpai with a 1w 4w wait and was able to ron a 4w off an opponent; something that should not be able to happen. It
could be that because I had a particular setting on (chi shifting) that I was no longer furiten but that should have not changed my
furiten status.

But as far as gameplay is concerned, the game seems to be in a very playable state, and given more time I think this game will be
rid of the few remaining bugs (with user help of course). I have yet to test multiplayer but single player was optimal for testing
since the bots are literally unable to make a hand. Hopefully difficulty settings or improved AI will be added at a later date but I
digress.

I still have a few minor gripes with not being able to change some settings like volume level or game speed but those are just
quality of life changes that are nice to have but by no means required.
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Overall I think this game is worth buying if you are looking for a multiplayer Mahjong experience, though you might want to
get some friends to play this with. Not many people have the game so I don't expect matchmaking to be in it's prime at the
moment.. RHEM I SE -
I would recomend this game because it is a fun puzzle game to play. Knut M\u00fcller did an awesome remake of this game. I
like playing puzzle games, and this one is pretty clever. You look for different clues to solve different puzzles to advance the
game. Even though the graphics might be outdated, it still looks and pays good on windows 10. Coodos and a big thankyou to
Knut M\u00fcller for making an intresting and fun game to play.
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The graphics are not that great, the controls do not feel right, and overall just a bad racing game. I liked the idea of the hydrolic
competition but was not done correctly mixed in with some bugs.
If your thinking about getting this game for the racing aspect. Pass on it. If you like the idea of lowriders and hydrolics, should
also pass.. It's a kind of magic Masks
One shaft of light that shows the way
No mortal man can win this day
It's a kind of magic Masks
The bell that rings inside your mind
Is challenging the doors of time
It's a kind of magic Masks\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. If you didn`t like the first game, you won`t like the DLC either
(uses the same 1-room principle). Only the puzzles are a more difficult (in my opinion). I enjoyed the first game and this one
too.. Abandoned - hasnt seen an update in two years....and still early access. its a shame, the game had some potential. 45$ tho....

This game isn't even worth playing for free.. While I gave this game a positiv review at the start, I really have to switch to
negative now. It was a great Idea, but nothing is happening here. The game is still very basic.

My original review:
I really like it!

Pro:
- Magic the Gathering in VR! ... you know what I mean ;D
- the basics work and even if it is a bit rough around the edges you can see a good foundation for future updates

Con:
- totally ea, dont expect a full game, all you can do at the moment is a basic quickmatch against the ai without deckbuilding
(there is around a dozen cards)

It is a nice start, the content on release day will probably not entertain you for more then 20-30 minutes. You can summon some
creatures, cast some nice damage and armor spells, shot some arrows...sounds great right, but this really needs more content.
Anyway, if you are like me, this is one of the concepts I dreamed of when buying my VR-headset. I dont regret my purchase at
all and am eagerly waiting for the next update.

Sorry for any spelling or grammar mistakes, I am not a native speaker.. Super fun and satisfying! Good amount of
customizations and a ton of loot. Not to mention crafting and building possibilities. Multiple game modes (including a Creative
mode) and lot of replayability. The Developer is awesome. The Breviks are just awesome.

Highly recommend this game!
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